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ABSTRACT
Technology has provided an environment for connecting indige-
nous community members and provide a means for them to seek
and engage with their indigenous knowledge (IK). Emerging re-
search has examined the effects of social media on specific IK,
including the possibility of undermining community agency. In this
work, we contrast how indigenous community members engage
with IK offline, and in their own self-organized communities online.
Through interviews with community members and a study of Face-
book Pages and Facebook Groups, we seek to better understand
these practices and elicit design recommendations. Our findings
describe how community roles have shifted in the presence of tech-
nology, notably with absence of elders and the inclusion of “born
towns”–community members who live in non-traditional settings.
We also find that fluency in the indigenous language served both
as a gatekeeper: guarding the community knowledge, while also
facilitating discussion surrounding different aspects of IK.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interdisciplinary research has explored and highlighted the chal-
lenges of preserving knowledge held by communities that follow
an oral tradition–and not leaving a written record. Research that
focus on these means of communication are encapsulated under
Indigenous Knowledge (IK): how oral narratives are “respected and
refined” [3], which is itself, a subset of Intangible cultural Heritage
(ICH) research that studies “immaterial manifestations of culture,
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represent[ing] the variety of living heritage of humanity” [26]. Re-
search in this domain has, and is, still in the process of considering
the use of technology to describe and design technology meant
to aid amplification, engagement, and preservation of critical oral
histories. These solutions are non-trivial, as they involve practices
that are disappearing with time [22, 58], contends with the ques-
tion of appropriateness of technology in the space [56], and when
appropriate, how to introduce technology in a manner that respects
the agency of the story holders [21, 23]. In this paper, we present
the challenges that indigenous community members specifically
face as they seek to interact and preserve their IK. This includes the
challenge introduced by geographical distance, language fluency,
and the presence or lack of participation by key members of the
community.

The intersection of technology and indigenous community has
provided opportunities, even as it introduces new challenges. This
has included the challenge of reconciling differing values [68], and
in addressing the typical lack of “authoritarial narrative” that is the
nature of IK [6, 7, 69]. The possible harm inflicted to an indigenous
community by placing inflexible boundaries around what consti-
tutes “culture” [41], and/or focusing on the most visible aspect of
culture [41] is also important to consider. Postcolonial comput-
ing [11, 16] has provided some guidelines on how to navigate this
concern: emphasizing to designers, the importance for the com-
munity members to retain agency and ownership of the narrative–
especially when dealing with power imbalances [39]. IK is also
constantly evolving, as community members re-interpret what it
means to them given the time, their context, and their need, making
it challenging to design technologies to interact with the IK–since
preserving it limits its evolution. There seems to be scant research
concerning how the holders of IK–the indigenous communities,
consider these challenges: balancing the evolutionary nature of
their IK, while maintaining their agency over their stories when
using technology that support, engage, amplify, and preserve IK.

We scaffold our research in the existing work to further probe
the place of technology, especially social media, as leveraged by
members of the indigenous communities. We seek to deepen the
discussion on the intersection of technology and underrepresented
communities and to offer design recommendations that would sup-
port the community members intention with their IK: the preser-
vation and/or the evolution. We do so by investigating how an
indigenous community leverages technology to record, engage
with, preserve, and discuss indigenous knowledge–and the reper-
cussions of this, considering the online vs offline communities, and
the local vs diaspora needs.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3491102.3502094
https://doi.org/10.1145/3491102.3502094
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We conducted a two-phase study. First, an interview-based study
with 13 indigenous members of the Kalenjin community from the
Rift Valley region of Kenya. Five of the participants are elders and
considered “knowledge bearers” [8, 26] by their respective commu-
nities. We found that offline community members often sought IK
counsel from these elders regarding contextual knowledge to be ap-
plied in their day-to-day lives. The communitymembers also sought
the narration of their community history–a credit to the elders’ art
of compelling storytelling. The second part of the study involved
exploring organic interactions on Kalenjin-focused community-
organized Facebook Pages (n=10) and a Facebook Group (n=1) from
November 2018 to June 2020.

There was a marked absence of elders in the online discourse–
due to their lack of formal language skills and lack of infrastructure
[72]. We also noted the significant participation of community
members who were born and/or raised geographically distant from
their ancestral homes. These so-called “born-towns” did not have
much opportunities to learn and practice IK in their indigenous
language. Yet as with other youths (e.g. the “born-frees”–those that
were born around the time apartheid was abolished in southern
Africa) [19], the born-towns wish to also engage, and contribute
to their culture. The lack of language fluency particularly impacts
the kind of IK they consume online, further impeding their grasp
of the sacred/secret intricacies of IK that is shared with the online
community.

Through this work, we build upon previous efforts addressing
the design of technology for indigenous communities, especially in
the African context [2, 3, 21], that also contribute to postcolonial
computing [16] discourse. We leverage approaches that guide the
respectful design of technology [21], especially when there is a
perceived power imbalance [7, 39, 69]. We do so by highlighting
the needs of community members in their search and engagement
with IK both online and offline. Their use of their indigenous dialect
in their online discourse provides an avenue to discuss sensitive
IK that are not meant to be understood by others outside of the
community. In addition, while offline community members have
access to elders whom they can ask contextual information, the
“born-towns” instead leverage organic online communities to seek
answers.

We make three contributions with this work. First we expand
the Human Computer Interaction for Development (HCI4D) un-
derstanding of how indigenous community members engage with
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) on social media. Second, we examine
the type of IK that is sought and engaged with online, contrasted
with that which the community members interact with offline–
focusing on observed difference in roles (such as the absence of
elders in the online discourse and the increased participation of
“born-towns” who seek to establish their cultural identity). Finally,
we outline design guidelines for researchers and designers, towards
the respectful use of technology for engaging, preserving, and am-
plifying IK, thus guiding the community members in preserving
traditions, supporting their evolving culture, while respecting the
community ownership and agency over their culture.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our study is at the intersection of Intangible Cultural Heritage
(ICH)–which enfolds Indigenous Knowledge (IK): “the legacy of
physical property and intangible attributes of a group or society
that are inherited from past generations, maintained in the present,
and bestowed for the benefit of future generations” [36] (citing [47]);
and social media use. We examine how members of an indigenous
community engage with IK both online and offline: what they seek,
what/how they amplify, and/or what they preserve.

2.1 Seeking and Preserving Indigenous
Knowledge

In this work, we focus on the Kalenjin–the third largest indigenous
community in Kenya, with over six million members. The Kalenjin
mode of preserving and amplifying their indigenous knowledge
(IK) chiefly involve performance and oral narratives. Literature on
the Kalenjin are often viewed with suspicion by the community
members as the rendering of their oral histories have often been
written by British colonialists and are known to be rife with inac-
curacies, written in a tone that is condescending to the cultural
practices [48], are based on few informants, are stripped of context,
and are colored by the prevailing racial theories [35]. The literature
often report practices that are considered taboo, or sacred and se-
cret by the community–often omitting critical contextual details
[67]. What is fundamentally missing are descriptions and honoring
of social structures that uphold, and give meaning and context to
the oral histories [42].

How to preserve IK is a non-trivial undertaking. Heritage is
typically considered not to have any intrinsic monetary value, thus
impeding participation. To incentivize the preservation, value is
sought by “instrumentalizing heritage” [27] which is a focus on
how situational knowledge [32] adds value to prevailing concerns
(e.g. in aiding sustainability), in opposition to preservation for its
own sake, or a focus on the IK’s intrinsic value. Who is tasked with
the preservation is also important, because taking artifacts and
IK from the indigenous community without their permission–for
preservation and display in foreign museums [36, 40] is considered
an act of cultural looting. Therefore the primary role of safeguarding
and preservation of ICH belong to the community members [60].

Technology designed for engagement with ICH have had various
measures of success and failures. Researchers for example, have
found that community members did not trust translated Wikipedia
articles, the community organization instead favoring trusted word
of mouth [12]. Lack of access to infrastructure–including smart-
phones, has also impacted who can participate [72]. Consensus by
ICH scholars surrounds the importance of researchers paying atten-
tion to what a community chooses to name, revealing the nature of
their involvement with the world around them [61]. This observa-
tion guide our approach in our examination of what the Kalenjin
indigenous community value, based on the interaction with IK on
social media. What indigenous knowledge do they seek? What do
they wish (not) to preserve? How do they contribute especially to
the online community?

IK by its nature is a “living and changeably entity” [26] that is
“timeless” [53] and constantly evolving as community members
redefine to fit their context. This reshaping of culture still respects
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the origins of the IK, while infusing it with their own experiences
as they “transform their understanding” [61]. However, lack of
access to community repository disrupts this evolution and the
process of re-definition. Researchers have considered situations
where the passage of IK between generations have broken down,
and where technology can serve as a bridge. This includes context
such as the “skip generation” [7]–the children who are not raised
by their parents either because they are deceased, or have moved
to far places for work. Diaspora communities have also had the
process of bequeathing IK interrupted, and researchers have de-
signed technology to bridge this gap and facilitate the passage of IK
[3, 71]. Building on work that examine renegotiation of communal
identity after colonial independence [10, 33], we examine the com-
munity relationships with IK both offline and online considering
the opportunities and challenges highlighted by these interactions.

2.2 Social Media and Indigenous Identity
We also derive insights from work that studied how indigenous
community members engage politically on social media [64], and
how the Kalenjin specifically sought to re-discover and re-evaluate
their (new) self-image: especially after major disruption of commu-
nity structures, as a result of forced displacements from ancestral
lands during the colonial period [25]. This include considering how
changing symbols, needs, and technology have impacted how the
indigenous community perceives itself. We examine how this also
manifest on social media.

Social media has been used to shape members’ identity and cul-
ture [46], support family communication with those who live in
different areas, including those who live abroad [34]. Online plat-
forms have also been used to showcase conflict [20] and community
members taking agency and contributing to their own cultural rep-
resentation [9]; especially among the youth [50].

There are concerns surrounding the ethical use of social media
[18], including its application in sustaining ICH practices [52]. The
additional problem of digitizing IK using social media, is that the
written word is a barrier to entry for contribution [62], especially
among communities that follow oral traditions. Voice social media is
an approach that bridges this gap [63], although current approaches
are focused mostly in the Asian continent.

With the largest mobile service provider in Kenya offering free
and subsidized access to “Facebook-Lite”1 [43], there is an in-tandem
increase in community participation on Facebook.We build onwork
that studied how communities leverage social media to meet local
environmental needs [4, 65, 66], and the impact it has on indige-
nous cultures [39], by studying how community members leverage
Facebook to express their culture, and how the challenges inherent
in digitizing oral traditions are met online.

2.3 Technology Role in Indigenous Knowledge
Preservation

We also leverage lessons learned from how Kenyans use of tech-
nology that have been internationally adopted and have influenced
other domains. For example, the mobile money exchange M-Pesa
changed the nature of currency transfer [30]. Additionally, Ushahidi

1https://www.safaricom.co.ke/faqs/faq/520

platform has been used to crowd-source news and information es-
pecially during critical events [49].

In the context of IK, researchers have studied how one Kenyan
indigenous community–the Mbeere, leverage social media in order
to amplify IK surrounding sustainability [66]. Others have exam-
ined social norms and taboos [57], gendered participation–and
especially the peripheral participation of community members who
are women [17]. Community assumptions have been of note: re-
searchers have examined the tendency of community members to
ignore what they consider as common knowledge in the preser-
vation of IK [54]. We take these observations into account, while
also accounting for knowledge that the community typically do
not share in these spaces due to negative connotations attached to
them that would reflect poorly on the community.

Scholars on ICH have also considered the possible harms of
technology designed that were/are not meant to be applied to
cross-cultural situations [42], together with respecting commu-
nity boundaries surrounding sacred rites–especially in cases where
community members do not wish to have their IK preserved by any
technological means [10]. To address this concern, HCI researchers
have prescribed guidelines to establish respectful boundaries for
engaging with IK using technology [21]. Further, when consider-
ing the use of technology to preserve, engage and amplify IK, we
adopt postcolonial computing lens [11, 16] which alongside de-
colonial computing [1], guide the respectful approach to IK. The
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) also provide guidelines for understanding and interact-
ing with IK [58, 59]. Using these critical lenses, we then consider
the impact of technology in impacting cultural identity and elicit
design recommendations.

3 STUDY METHODOLOGY
We conducted a two-phased study: First, an interview-based study
with 13 members of the Kalenjin community spanning indigenous
knowledge experts: elders with encyclopedic know-how of com-
munity oral histories (we also call them knowledge-bearers and
counsels interchangeably in this paper)2, professionals who worked
with cultural museums to preserve and showcase tangible artifacts
from the community, and other community members spanning
different age groups who engage with IK both online and offline, as
available. Second, we observed organic interactions on 11 Facebook
Pages and Facebook Groups (henceforth referred as Page(s) and
Group(s)) that are geared towards discourse surrounding the Kalen-
jin culture. The study approach was aimed at (1) understanding
community perspectives on how community members seek, en-
gage with, and preserve their indigenous knowledge, (2) the place
of technology for IK preservation, and (3) how we, as researchers,
can serve and collaborate with the community in the spirit of giving
back.

2Within their respective communities, the elders we interviewed are the go-to people
for questions regarding histories and for wisdom. They sometimes serve as members
of the council of elders who advice the chief (See “The Chiefs’ Act” as provisioned
under the Kenyan Law: http://extwprlegs1.fao.org/docs/pdf/ken102000.pdf) in matters
of local affairs and adjudicating disputes within their jurisdictions.

https://www.safaricom.co.ke/faqs/faq/520
http://extwprlegs1.fao.org/docs/pdf/ken102000.pdf
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Pseudonym Age Gender Occupation Interaction with IK Follows Facebook Source?
Kipnai 47 M University Professor Seeking/Preserving At least 2
Berur 27 M Entrepreneur Seeking Lurks
Towett 22 M College Student Seeking Lurks
Barno 21 M Entrepreneur Seeking Lurks
Sugut 24 M Entrepreneur Seeking N/A (Preferred not to say)
Teben 40 W Greengrocer Seeking/Preserving No online presence
Leelgo 35 M Graduate Student Seeking At least 1
Bartai 63 M Retired Teacher Preserving At least 3
Sogome 33 W Museum Docent Preserving No
Makigat 87 M Maize Farmer Counsel No online presence
Batiem 88 W Farmer Counsel No online presence
Konyit 94 W Farmer Counsel No online presence
Tabutany 59 W Retired Office Clerk Seeking/Preserving No

Table 1: We interviewed 13 participants in this study to understand their dominant interaction with Indigenous Knowledge.
Of note, the participants who identified their IK interaction as seeking/preserving,554 did so based on the questions their own
(grand)children asked of them. Median interview time was 90 minutes.

3.1 Study Sites and Participants
We conducted an interview-based study with 13 community mem-
bers (5 W) in the first phase of the study. The participants ranged
in ages between 21 and 94 years. Eight participants reported being
active on Facebook, six of them engaging with Pages and Groups
geared towards discussion on community and culture. Four par-
ticipants did not have any online presence. We provide a concise
summary of the participants in Table 1.

Our participant recruitment varied depending on the status of
the community members. For the elders, the first author who is
a member of the Kalenjin community sought introductions from
older community members known to them. These liaisons acted
as references to the knowledge bearers/counsels that we sought3
to interview. The remaining interviews were done through conve-
nience sampling. All but one interview was conducted in person, at
different sites across the country, depending on participant avail-
ability and comfort. We conducted some interviews at respective
participants’ homes (Teben, Bartai, Makigat, Batiem, Konyit), at
their workplaces (Berur, Sogome), in preferred informal settings
such as shopping centers and cafes (Towett, Barno, Sugut, Leelgo,
Tabutany), and through video conferencing (Kipnai). Except for
Kipnai and Leelgo who teach and study abroad respectively, the
remaining participants live and work in Kenya. The interview dura-
tion ranged from 20 minutes to four hours (median 90 minutes) and
was conducted in a language preferred by the participants: Kalenjin
was preferred by the oldest participants (Counsels–see Table 1 and
Figure 1), with a mix of languages: Kalenjin, Kiswahili and English
preferred by the remaining participants.

Given the nature of how oral history is remembered and nar-
rated, the presentation of timeline of events is different depending
on context. For example, when discussing events that occurred
before Kenya won its independence from the British in 1963, the
participants would use age-sets to position their IK. There are typi-
cally seven or eight age-sets (depending on the Kalenjin sub-group)

3We sought these particular counsels because of their known ability of (re)telling
community stories and the stature they had within their respective communities.

that cyclically change roughly every 15 years. An age-set is con-
ferred on male members4 on the community when they undergo
their rites of passage to be considered adults. Beyond their use
to mark time, there are other basic rules implied and enforced by
virtue of membership in an age set, for example: a son cannot be in
the same age-set as his father, a person cannot marry the daughter
of a fellow age-set member, and it is not a blessing to live long
enough to “see” the age-set cycle restarting (the age-sets cycle com-
pletes roughly every 100 years). Importantly, it allowed the older
community members to place themselves within the community,
and then would order events using their cultural scheme [14] and
narrate their IK naturally. This is because IK is typically passed
from grandparent to grandchild over their lifetimes and so the IK
has been naturally kept using the cyclical age-set structure.

Four participants (Berur, Towett, Bartai, Makigat) referred to the
age-sets to narrate their IK. To give further context, Makigat–the
oldest male participant belonged to the Sawe age-set that came of
age between 1945 and 1960. Unlike the preceding age-set Chumo
whose members were conscripted to fight in World War II for the
British, the members of the Sawe age-set had not yet come of age
and were forbidden by community practice from even volunteering
to fight in the war. Makigat’s father belonged to the Maina age-set
that preceded Chumo (members of this set were too young to fight
inWorldWar I andwere no longer warriors to fight inWorldWar II).
Makigat’s grandfather belonged to the Kimnyigei age-set that we
estimate that they came of age between 1885 to 1900, and so lived
in a time before the British colonized Kenya. Given the cyclical age-
sets, both Berur and Towett belong to the new Kimnyigei age-set.
Bartai belongs in the Kipkoimet age-set that came of age roughly
between 1975 and 1990.

3.2 Community Online
In the second phase of our study, we observed organic interactions
in self-organized Pages and Groups on Facebook. Facebook provides
these spaces for people with similar interests to congregate and

4Women also had separate but linked age-sets, that has since disappeared. As it stands,
women are considered adults roughly at the same time as their male peers, although
they no longer (legally) undergo their own rites of passage.
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Figure 1: A representative of the Participant interview with known knowledge keepers/counsels. Each was done in person at
their homes, and each included communitymembers who were present having heard our interest in the topic. Although these
elders are known authority figures in their community, they do not have any online presence–therefore we have obscured
their faces to protect their identity online.

form communities. Pages are typically ran by administrators, and fo-
cus predominantly on posts by the administrator with a separate tab
allowing a user to see posts shared by others who follow/subscribe
to the Page. Groups also have administrators, but their role is more
as moderators. User posts in Groups are democratized–showing up
on the main feed.

Using the Facebook search feature, we searched for all pages
and groups containing the word “Kalenjin” including its dialectal
synonyms. This choice is informed by our engagement with discus-
sions surrounding Kalenjin IK, and so other associated keywords
including the name of Kalenjin sub-groups, notable elders and/or
cultural terms did not return significant results. After obtaining the
search results, we asked for administrators’ permissions to observe
the community interactions and shared content, and to report our
findings. We exempted Facebook Pages were set to private and Face-
book Groups that were set to “Closed”; honoring their intention
to discuss their subjects in relative privacy. Additionally, while we
received approval to observe Group discussions by virtue of the first
author’s membership and language fluency, there was hesitancy
from some administrators and community members on our intent
to share findings outside the community. The discussions within
these closed groups gave shape to how we understood how sensi-
tive community stories are told, but given the lack of consensus,
we omitted those groups from the analysis stage. This narrowed
our selection down to 32 results. We then observed the communi-
ties, manually reviewing the topics they engaged with, to ensure
that the underlying theme regarded cultural heritage in its various
forms. We also excluded Facebook Pages/Groups with less than 500
members (this number is based on the typical observed interaction
volume), and those that had only been active for about a year (as
they typically are formed in reaction to a significant event e.g. the
death of a renown figure in the community). The final short-list
included 10 Facebook Pages and one Facebook Group. We provide
the summary in Table 2.

3.3 Ethical and Sensitivity Considerations in
the Analysis

The interview and the analysis phases necessitated extra steps be-
yond those that are typical to receive approval by the Institutional
Research Board (IRB)–since the community members did not have
a frame of reference to trust the process of obtaining the IRB ap-
proval. The request to interview the elders was done indirectly
through liaisons who are older members of the community known
to the authors. This is a mark of respect, and a means of verifying
the authors community membership, their intentions regarding the
questions they have, and their qualifications to handle the entrusted
stories. During the interview phase, beyond providing the standard
details (for example, that the interview and the recording process
can be stopped at any time), we framed our interview approach by
first explaining what the stories will be used for–and the audience
that would be privy to the stories. This provided the participants
the opportunity to define boundaries of how to handle the sto-
ries. Each elder had the opportunity to describe these bounds, and
we combined them, then used the most restrictive definitions to
inform how we approached the analysis stage. We also reviewed
the described boundaries at the end of each interview, to allow
for the participants to place additional restrictions or relax others,
according to their experience.

We received explicit permission to keep voice recording for all
the interviews, but there were caveats on transcribing those inter-
views. There was a wish to not transcribe portions of the interviews
that contained stories that are considered sacred and/or secret: since
there is a sacredness to the method of relaying these stories orally.
This observation and restrictions are not unlike what has been
explained in previous work involving indigenous communities [21].
In respecting those wishes, we leveraged the precedence set by pre-
vious work by only transcribing/translating the interviews where
appropriate, and additionally, applied the omission rules from these
interviews to the Facebook data we collected. The written corpus
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Code Type Members Active Since Major Focus/Foci
FP01 Page 7519 Aug, 2009 Dictionary and translation
FP02 Page 6594 Feb, 2010 Promotes a book on the origins of the Kalenjin community
FP03 Page 40337 Jul, 2011 Varied, emphasis modern culture/advances/news
FG04 Group 15330 Sep, 2011 Advancing the understanding of Kalenjin culture
FP05 Page 25585 Aug, 2012 Sharing Kalenjin Culture and History
FP06 Page 17169 Sep, 2012 History behind plants and animals names, news
FP07 Page 17768 Dec, 2012 Kalenjin proverbs and sayings
FP08 Page 5324 Jan, 2013 Kalenjin vocabulary
FP09 Page 33544 May, 2013 Notable Kalenjin figures
FP10 Page 4489 Nov, 2014 Culture, news, and politics
FP11 Page 138971 Mar, 2015 Current events and their cultural implications

Table 2: Ordered by date established, these 10 Facebook Pages (Coded as FP) and 1 Facebook Group (Coded as FG) – all pub-
lic, inform our approach. These selection were curated from a larger list of 32 Facebook Pages and Groups focused on seek-
ing/preserving indigenous knowledge of the Kalenjin people.

used for the analysis thus included transcribed and translated inter-
views, Facebook data from posts, comments from administrators,
group members, and page visitors. We also described the images
and videos included in all the posts.

The first author served as the primary interviewer and tran-
scriber. When translating the Kalenjin portions of the interview,
we iteratively checked with community liaisons in follow up phone
interviews to ensure that metaphoric aspects of the language trans-
lated well into English. The first author’s community membership
was useful in establishing connection with the elders and trust in
handling of community narratives, which encouraged wide-ranging
interviews. Six researchers in the HCI domain were involved in the
analysis phase. The researchers are of diverse origins (Africa, Asia,
the Caribbean Islands and North America) and gender identities
(three women and three men). We leveraged grounded theory [51]
framework in our analysis: iteratively comparing individual codes
and consensus themes until we achieved theoretical saturation [37].

It is important to note that we interacted with sensitive subjects
in this research. Therefore, we preface our findings by noting that
we found that the topic of male circumcision and female genital
mutilation (FGM) acted as a fulcrum in many discussions surround-
ing the evolution and continuity of the Kalenjin culture, given that
they formed the base where the ceremony surrounding the rite of
passage to adulthood revolves. While FGM has been outlawed in
Kenya since the 1970s, various indigenous communities–including
sub-communities belonging to the larger Kalenjin group, still fol-
low this practice in defiance of the law, and to the detriment of the
girls who often are then forced into early marriages5. There was
consensus on the harmful effect of FGM on the participants we
interviewed, as well as the communities we observed, with those
in favor of preserving the practice relegated to the fringes. We note
this to provide context to the tone we use to discuss this sensitive
topic and acknowledge that this observation may be limited by the
scope of this work.

4 PRESERVING TRADITIONS
From the outset, we sought to establish how the community mem-
bers we interviewed considered the best practices for preserving
5https://nation.africa/kenya/gender/state-reinforces-measures-to-eradicate-fgm-
1935516

indigenous knowledge, while comparing them with the online com-
munity. Five of the participants we interviewed (Bartai, Makigat,
Batiem, Konyit, and Tabutany) are community members considered
to be knowledge bearers. As such, they place a lot of importance
on their considered sacred role of entrusting this knowledge to the
younger generations.

“During weddings, the elders will meet and chart the
histories of the two families–sometimes even up-to seven
generations backwards, before the betrothal is given
the blessings. It is also an opportunity for the elders to
entrust wisdom and for younger elders to observe the
custom.” (Tabutany)

Similar considerations of what to preserve, occur online. We
observed that there is an absence of elders in these online spaces–
technology adoption having skewed towards the younger genera-
tions, and those with access to infrastructure [72].

Preservation, beyond IK that is universally accepted, include
debate on practices that are considered harmful–such as the practice
of female genital mutilation (FGM) that while has been an illegal
practice since the 1970s, is still practiced in secret. There is general
acceptance on the need to abolish FGM. However, the practice was
one of the processes of a woman’s rite of passage, that included
the elder women in the community congregating and sharing IK
with the newly mantled adult women. After FGM was outlawed
and the community members educated on the harms, the process
of passing IK in these contexts was interrupted, with no consensus
replacement. This interruption of IK bequeathing is acknowledged
within the online community:

“After elimination of FGM, women skipped one step of
cultural passage, as older women could not disseminate
secretive teachings to people who have not taken that
oath. So women in weddings only receive advice and
not teaching; while on the other hand, the boy child is
still anchored in traditions through [their ceremonious
rite of passage], with old teachings on how to relate to
women that have not gone through similar tradition.”
(Online)

While there is a sense of urgency in the online discussion sur-
rounding the interrupted IK, the offline members did not share

https://nation.africa/kenya/gender/state-reinforces-measures-to-eradicate-fgm-1935516
https://nation.africa/kenya/gender/state-reinforces-measures-to-eradicate-fgm-1935516
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this urgency. Opinions ranged, but chiefly, the lack of urgency was
due to the fact that offline community members had access to co-
located community-wide ceremonies that has always been, and still
continue to be, part of their lives.

“Even during the colonial period, when the new chiefs
were being installed, and [the ceremonial headpiece]
was placed on their head [...]: it was also an occasion
for the community to convene in one place.” (Sogome)

The narrations of these ceremonies extended to the counsels,
who described their own experiences of witnessing ceremonies that
would not have had context without the geography.

“When the white man [British colonialist] said that
every village had to volunteer men to fight for them
[referring to World War II], the elders performed the
‘beat the stomach6’ ceremony to guide the community
on who will be volunteered, and what to do.” (Makigat)

There are other occasions that community-wide meetings are
held: to hold prayers, or to make decisions of grave concern. All
community members regardless of age are active participants in-
stead of passive observers in these meetings:

“There was a sacred tree that the community will congre-
gate underneath–for example when there was a drought.
They would bring offerings of millet, a little maize [...]
then the elders would go up to the hill taking with them
[other offerings]. When they descend back down, the
rain would come.” (Tabutany)

There is also a sense of the younger members not asking the
questions of their elders, or the younger members preferring the
online space as their first port of call to ask questions about their
heritage. While some community members, especially those with
young children saw the need–in divining a way to hold the vast
cultural knowledge for their children, the elders were not as sym-
pathetic:

“The Nandi7 are the ones who are going to lose their
histories early, because they do not ask questions. You
cannot complain that there are no grains in the granary
but you did not plant or harvest [...]. It is important [to
know the histories].” (Bartai)

We find that the truth (and cause of urgency in the online com-
munity) lies in the ages of the last of the womenwho had undergone
their rites of passage and had sacred knowledge imparted to them
before FGM was abolished. The youngest of these women are in
their late 60s/ early 70s, meaning that they mostly inhabit the offline
space. While co-located community members have many occasions
to interact with, and ask questions in person, the online commu-
nity does not, and are the first wave to witness the lack of these
community members as knowledge bearers, and the impact it has
on their own cultural identities.

4.1 Sacred Spaces and Location-Specific
Indigenous Knowledge

While the offline participants often named locations where the cer-
emonies were conducted, and/or were of interest to the story, a
6This is a direct translation. There is no English equivalent of the Kalenjin term.
7A Kalenjin subgroup

recurring topic from the online community involved the identifi-
cation and impartation of important locations–showcasing their
limited knowledge of these spaces, and their quest to identify and
preserve them. This is notable, as typically these important/sacred
locations do not have physical markers identifying them as such.
The knowledge was sought by those who wished to know and
visit them, and those who wished to see them preserved for later
generations. The locations included those that were lost to the com-
munity due to forced resettlement during the colonial period–their
exact location entirely reliant on oral histories (unlike the known
locations e.g., prayer hills and places where rites of passage are
typically conducted).

“I propose Sach-Oran. Worship at Sach-Oran involved
cursing away conditions that had become unbearable
to the community e.g an epidemic!” (Online)

The discussions extended to future sacred locations, for example
the resting places of known elders and seers. Typically highlighted,
are noted elders who never received proper burials and attendant
ceremonies8:

“Kipchomber Koilegen Arap Turugat’s9 remains are still
interred in the midst of strangers. He should be brought
home to be honored, bearing in mind that he is the eldest
of the Turugat siblings. His resting place will be sacred.”
(Online)

Elders agreed with the importance of preserving known sacred
locations, but differed by noting that sacred locations are still in
active use, giving examples of when proximal community members
have used them.

“When we name ‘Sach-Oran’, it refers to a specific place
for a purpose, and a place with certain geographical
factors. People still go to Sach-Oran to perform the cer-
emonies to this day.” (Konyit)

The elders shared both the names of the locations and impor-
tantly, the names of the ceremonies that are typically performed in
these locations. We found two public reports of the use of the sa-
cred locations: At the advent of COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020,
we observed discussions and reports surrounding the increased
use of such sacred locations. Some of the artifacts shared in the
online spaces included videos of the sacred rites being performed
at named locations. Typically, this would be considered taboo, and
initial discussions surrounding the appropriateness of sharing such
videos emerged. However, these concerns were almost universally
eased when the elders leading the ceremonies openly shared the
process (and the reasons) to those who were recording them. We
expect that the lack of spirited opposition is allayed by the fact
that the elders considered the ceremonies as a community-wide
undertaking, in which case, the rules embraced the invisible online
audience in their role as observers.

8During the colonial period, some of the elders were assassinated and buried in exile;
one famous elder had their skull sent to England: https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/
tea/magazine/murder-that-shaped-the-future-of-kenya-1292866
9A notable leader and seer of the Kipsigis subgroup. He was buried in exile by the
British in 1913. The repatriation of his remains remain an open and painful chapter in
the community, who have sought for over a century to give him a proper burial.

https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/magazine/murder-that-shaped-the-future-of-kenya-1292866
https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/magazine/murder-that-shaped-the-future-of-kenya-1292866
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4.2 Rural vs “Born-Towns” Indigenous
Knowledge Seekers

We compared the types of knowledge sought by community mem-
bers online, in comparison to those asked of five participants who
were considered elders in their communities (Bartai, Makigat, Batiem,
Konyit and Tabutany). Topics that were common for both online
and offline contexts included IK that community members could
use to position themselves in the community through an under-
standing of the communal structure. This included understanding
totems, understanding meaning behind names, and contextualizing
their experiences. As an example, the Kalenjin community uses
totems to identify clans. This has very important implications: for
example, those belonging to the same clan (identified by the totem)
are not allowed to intermarry, while some clans are not allowed
to intermarry for IK reasons that are mostly lost to time. Online
seekers sought to have both contextual understanding of the totems,
and a complete representation of all the clans. This is because each
sub-tribe has different names for the clans and totems, and this
knowledge is held by elders. There is a consensus on having a
written record of the totems and the associated clans:

“Is there a way to come come up with a complete list of
so that we can know how many clans we have in total
across our different subgroups. Someone told me they
are 52, but I’m not sure about that number.” (Online)

We sought to find the types of questions that community mem-
bers would ask the participants who were elders. They typically
revolved around contextual knowledge, and community history.
Contextual knowledge are the unplanned IK that is typically learned
and shared as part of day-to-day life.

“I learned by observations, because grandchildren used
to live with grandparents, so it happened organically.
My daughter started asking customary questions after
she was married, but maybe because it was the first time
we lived apart and so I started noticing.” (Tabutany)

In online spaces, the seekers wanted to find meanings behind
names. Typically a newborn would be given their own name that
represents the conditions surrounding their birth: location (born
inside the house? On the way to hospital? In a foreign land?), time
of day, environmental conditions (planting season, harvest seasons,
famine year), etc. Men would take their last names from their father,
and women would receive a second adult “praise name” that is used
to describe their nature and attributes after they had completed their
rites of passage. The older generation–women who came of age
before 1970s still possess their praise names, and the questions asked
by community members seek an understanding of their meanings:

Question: “What does [praise name] mean? It is my
mom’s name and I have no clue.”
Response: “It means: ‘a strong woman who can depend
on herself even in the absence of her husband”’
Follow-up: “Interesting... [I thought] she was named
that way because my dad went off to war with the Kings
African Rifles [World War II] just after their marriage.”
(Online)

The bequeathing of praise names to women in their adulthood
serve to provide a glimpse of their unique circumstances, while also

highlighting how women were treated within their communities–
including their right of property ownership through the spoils of
war:

“[Praise name] was given to a courageous woman who
followed men going to a cattle raid, and got the share
of the spoils.” (Online)

While the examples showcased above involve users who have
general know-how and/or proximity to knowledge bearers, the
online space highlighted unique seekers. These seekers tended not
to be fluent in the language, lived too far from their ancestral lands
(including the diaspora) and were referred to as “Born-Towns”–
sometimes shortened to “Born-tao”. The “town” was typically used
to refer to Nairobi–the capital city, but has since been extended
to encompass all community members who were born and raised
outside the community and have little to no language fluency of
the dialect. They would typically ask for English translations, or
deeper meanings of proverbs whose direct translations would be
unsatisfactory.

“If possible, could you explain the deeper meaning in
English for the born towns’ benefit? Thank you.” (On-
line)

For knowledge sought regarding Kalenjin vocabulary, meanings
behind names, and other aspects of history, these questions were
typically answered. However, when these questions touched the
realm of cultural practices, especially those that involved non-public
knowledge, these requests were often met with (in)direct reticence:

“Unfortunately these days we only teach our children
English and Kiswahili, especially people in urban areas.
Why don’t you teach your children the dialect? Speaking
it does not mean that you are uneducated.” (Online)
When I started this page purely in Kalenjin, our people
complained and wanted English translation? You no
longer understand your language! (Page Administrator)

In cases where these requests for non-public meanings were
granted, there was typically condemnation against sharing.

Traditions and culture should be kept secret. You have
gone too far beyond the accepted boundaries, it is like
walking naked. If you want to share these, talk to your
elders, or take him aside and explain these things. (On-
line)

The assumption that born-towns would have access to elders is
compounded by the fact that there is no way that they could be
introduced to elders to have these discussions. There is increased
recognition of this barrier, and efforts have been made to ensure
that community elders are given access to modern tools to be able
to share their knowledge with the community at scale. These have
spanned amateur efforts [31], to those that are spearheaded by
national TV (e.g. KTN’s “culture quest” [24] geared towards a gen-
eral audience), and community radio and TV stations as spaces
to discuss community-focused IK [15], and as a place to amplify
community elders [45]. These efforts still assume language fluency.
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4.3 Indigenous Knowledge Provenance and
Narrative Dominance

The online spaces served as a place for discourse regarding the
provenance of IK, especially those shared by community members.
For example, a term that has been in the Kalenjin lore across its
subgroups for decades: “Lembus chemobendi kandarass (The Lembus
[A Kalenjin Sub-group] who do not do contract work)”. This term is
understood by the larger Kalenjin community to refer to the Lembus
sub-group as lazy ones who do not wish to work. The online spaces
provided a means for those belonging to the Lembus sub-group to
narrate their own knowledge regarding the term. According to their
oral history [15], the term originated from their refusal to work for
the British colonial farmers who’d taken over their grazing lands–a
term of resistance and pride that was misinterpreted–assumed to
mean laziness.

While there was space to correct and give context to known ax-
ioms, the online space was also subject to misinformation. This was
most evident when discussing pictures that were shared by commu-
nity members as they asked questions relating to different aspects
that were captured. For example, a response to an a posting of an
old picture capturing a group of people drinking indigenous beer
that a community member argued did not belong to the Kalenjin:

“These are not Kalenjins! For the Kalenjins, we place
the pot on a higher platform [...] Men then sit round the
house on cowhides. The head of the men should be lower
than the top of the pot. So that when a [Beer straw] with
a filter is inserted into the pot, there was no backwash.”
(Online)

When claims were made either by community members (in
Groups) or by administrators (of Pages) that were inconsistent with
community knowledge, there were typically calls for the poster to
prove their knowledge (from books, or from their oral histories).
For example, in a response disagreeing about a clan totem being
assigned to a specific clan, a member posted:

“... my grandmother said it was a lion, I saw somewhere
it was an ostrich, here it is a zebra. What is the truth?
Where did you get that research"? I have never seen this
before.” (Online)

Narrative corrections also involved “straightening” practices
that are considered against custom. Especially those that would
be conducted in public. For example, when a notable elder (who
was both a political and cultural leader) died, there was a lack of
consensus on how the burial should be conducted.

“I am against the announcement that the mourners will
be fed soda and bread during [the elder]’s burial. This is
an abomination in our culture and not befitting an elder.
Roasted goat meat should be involved, the artifacts that
was given to him–to mark his elder status, must be
kept in his room to await a special anointing. They [the
organizers] should sit down and listen to the elders. This
is not how things should be done.” (Online)

There was a general acceptance of multiple versions of IK. In
online communities, this was typically attributed to variations ow-
ing to the different subgroups. Members would similarly share
both their IK, and what they supposed was different from other

subgroups. This was not so clear with the offline communities.
To trigger the comparison, we asked all the participants we inter-
viewed to narrate to the best of their knowledge: why the Tugen
subgroup of the Kalenjin retired one age-set out of rotation (the
rest of the Kalenjin subgroups have eight age-sets, as described in
the Methodology section).

“You know, I had that question when I found out that
they were missing one. I looked it up online, and the
consensus seems to be because they went to war against
the Maasai and suffered heavy losses so that the age-set
was skipped in subsequent generations.” (Leelgo)

When we shared this version with other participants, there was
universal disagreement:

“Fake news. The Tugen and Maasai were not combat-
ants. They are too far apart geographically. The Maasai
fought the Nandi and the Kipsigis. The Tugen would
most likely fight with the Keiyo, Marakwet and Pokot,
as they are closer geographically.” (Bartai)

The version most narrated involved war, but of close combatants:
“... as far as I know, they were wiped out by the Keiyo
when they went to war against each other.” (Barno)

Some agreed on the combatants but not the method:
“There was no war. They were ambushed. Because of
this, there was so much mourning that the elders de-
cided to retire the age-set because it was now considered
cursed.” (Sugut)

An elder in their explanation, gave more context to the reason
why multiple versions exist:

“My elders did not articulate exactly why the age set was
removed. There were rumors, of course. I remember my
grandmother cursing that generation. I suspect the truth
is somewhere in-between... that they were banished and
not necessarily killed.” (Batiem)

The various versions of the same story served to highlight the
general acceptance of their existence (with accepted caveats)–most
likely due to the unreliability of oral stories as they are carried over
distance and time, and the lack of authoritative narrative of the
event, which is interesting in and of itself. The existence of multi-
ple versions also provided a possible glimpse of how sacred/secret
stories have been retained over years: the Kalenjin, as many other
communities who follow oral traditions, also preserve their stories
through song (most of Batiem’s retelling of World War II experi-
ence involved her singing the songs that were composed by her
community members from that period). There are no such songs to
commemorate the momentous event of the age-group being retired.
This lack can be attributed to the fact that reason was sacred and/or
secret to the present community at that time, with specific wish for
the story to not be preserved.

5 CULTURAL BOUNDARIES: SACRED AND
SECRET INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE

The participants concern with the preservation and amplification
of IK regarded the treatment of sacred and taboo knowledge. Typi-
cally, the elders or chosen community members would be tasked
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to determine the location, the time, and to whom to share the sa-
cred knowledge. The democratization of cultural seeking online,
disrupts this passage of IK.

“Some taboos can be articulated online, but the tone in
which the messages are conveyed will be lost.” (Kipnai)

Taboo topics are typically avoided or talked about in metaphors.
This also translates to online discussions. There were disagreements
on how to handle the sharing of taboo knowledge between those
who preferred to identify them, and those who preferred to follow
the prevailing cultural approach and not say anything.

“This is a subject that is only dwelt in whispers. There
is no need for a cultural revolution.” (Online)

Other online community members preferred taboos to be demys-
tified for two major reasons: (1) some taboos hid harmful commu-
nity practices that should be aired and addressed, and (2) making
these knowledge public would provide surrounding context to com-
munity members who are not well cognizant of the culture, who
would then use them aid their decision-making. Online community
members tended to be more frank about the discussion surrounding
taboos–even though their online profiles are not private.

The five participants who are elders treated sacred knowledge
sensitively andmore secretly. This knowledge included oath ceremonies–
an example of the community’s justice system that is used in addi-
tion to, or in replacement of the formal justice system. This is used
for example when a community member is accused of stealing. The
community solution bypassed the formal courts.

“There was a group of people who stole cattle from a
few of us back in the 90s. We knew who they were, but
because they did not confess, we could not do anything.
So as a resolution, we agreed that the elders will place
a curse.” (Tabutany)

Online discussion around sensitive topics that are not taboo were
typically done in dialects and with heavy use of metaphors. While
the community members did not disapprove of this practice, they
were very sensitive about the information being translated, as this
crossed a forbidden threshold. The example below is from a com-
munity member who is berating the Facebook Page administrator
for their careless handling of sensitive IK by translating it from the
indigenous language:

“[Admin], you were good in educating our people to
learn a lot about our culture. But it has gotten to an
extent where you want even the secrets of our forefathers
to be brought to the public. This should not be done!”
(Online)

There were exceptions to the sacred/secret rule: in cases where
elders were recorded sharing sacred knowledge, community mem-
bers did not question the revelation of such knowledge, trusting
the elders as “masters and bearers” of IK [26].

5.1 Between Two Worlds: Clash of Cultures
Given the public nature of Facebook Pages and Groups, and the
definite opinions on the sacred/secret knowledge, language flu-
ency served as a means of gatekeeping knowledge. Questions that

forded the invisible sacred-line using either English or Kiswahili–
languages that are spoken across cultures, were met with such
responses:

“Try To use Kalenjin. That’s IF you are actually one
yourself, and are also addressing the Kalenjins specifi-
cally. (Online)”

The delineation was clear between fluent and non-fluent mem-
bers, and even between those who possess the knowledge espe-
cially when matters of cultures were discussed. This is unlike how
discussions happen in offline aspects–elders typically address the
non-fluent members in Kiswahili, explaining the intricacies of the
culture. The elders discretion, and the born-town right to the infor-
mation by virtue of belonging to the community serving to ease
access.

Gate-keeping terms in the online spaces included the use of
the pejorative “women knowledge” to denote a lack of cultural
understanding of secretive knowledge: “You must be a woman not
to know how this is done in the culture”, to admonishing questioners
seeking to understand the intricacies of the culture to talk to their
guardian,10 even though most likely the “born-towns” do not have
access to these guardians.

Beyond the (non)participation of born-towns in the matters cul-
ture, the online space was also used as a place to debate the cultural
identity/cultural evolution. This included the culture compatibility
with religious beliefs, and some practices place in modern times–as
community members expand their horizons of knowledge of other
customs.

“There is no culture that is there to stay forever. It is not
meant to be carried by one person. The best way is to
take with you what is acceptable in the new era. After
all, we borrow culture from all over the world. No com-
munity maintains the original cultural practices, and
even those who attempt these are perceived as primitive
within the community.” (Online)

We considered the context of missing rites of passage for women
together with the compatibility question, and explicitly asked the
participants–especially the women counsels their thoughts. Their
responses showcased an acceptance that the practice will disappear,
which is in stark contrast to the online community discussion:

“The men have figured out how to maintain the chain
with their rites of passage, even these days hospitals
and churches are involved. For the women it is difficult.
We stopped the discussion at FGM–there are those who
refuse to maintain the rites without FGM, and we were
not given space to consider alternatives. Oh well, what
is meant to be, will be.” (Konyit)

Another considered that the culture had evolved past the need to
preserve these practices. Tabutany was among the first generation
to miss the traditional rites of passage and did not see the lack. That
they were the first generation of community members to receive
formal education, formal employment, and the right to inherit
property by law are factors influencing their views:

10Could also be translated as “cultural sponsor”. Both words are approximated transla-
tion for there is no true English equivalent of the Kalenjin term.
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“I think it is too late to reinstate the female rite of pas-
sage. Too much time has passed, and the teachings of
that time are sometimes not compatible with Christian-
ity and modern notion of femininity.” (Tabutany)

The third counsel shared Konyit’s view, and did not feel the lack.

“Well, you (addressing the author) are asking the ques-
tions, trying to find your space in the culture. I hear of
others in Kass FM (radio station) doing the same, and it
is fine. It has simply shifted from a group impartation
to one-on-one. I will not go to the grave lamenting that
I have not passed these knowledge.” (Batiem)

By virtue of their lack of formal education (Batiem could read/write),
none of the three elder counsels could countenance participating
in online spaces when considering their place in helping to pre-
serve culture in those “alien spaces”. The counsels all understood
how traditional mass media was increasingly being used to discuss
IK but did not see their place in those spaces. Batiem thought it
more appropriate for young elders like Bartai to take that man-
tle and determine appropriate boundaries. He saw their roles as
counsellors.

Elders are depended upon by the community to establish bound-
aries on what can be shared/not shared, and what aspects of the
culture is no longer salient and should be lost to time. This belief
extends to the online spaces–where these elders are not active, leav-
ing the offline-online community at an impasse on how to involve
all community members, especially born-towns, at scale.

6 DISCUSSION
We sought in this study to understand how the Kalenjin–an indige-
nous community in Kenya, sought and preserved their Indigenous
Knowledge (IK). We especially focused on understanding the role
that technology has played in this, through observing interactions
in online self-organized groups and how this differed from the of-
fline community. In this section, we first situate our findings within
other work in the Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) and Human
Computer Interaction for Development (HCI4D) domains, towards
elucidating the role that technology can aid both the preservation
and interaction with culture, and then proffer recommended steps
that researchers and designers should consider before creating and
repurposing technology to be used to support the preservation of
IK–especially in the context of an indigenous community.

Our classification of community members who seek/discuss IK
online, can be broadly placed into three groups:

• Contributors: who intend to engage with like-minded people
interested in cultural aspects of the Kalenjin, and to con-
tribute knowledge;

• Knowledge seekers: who look for principles to contextualize
their lived experience, and add to their understanding of
their cultural heritage; and

• Community seekers: who search for ways to connect with the
community and find their place within it. This encompass
the born-towns.

6.1 Negotiation of Cultural Identity
When considering the types of IK that community members seek
and engage with online, our research build on existing work that
examine how community members navigate “their sense of being
Kalenjin” [28] and the signals they use to signify their identity
[5]. The three broad groups we outlined above can be re-classified
thus: The contributors encompassing members who are secure in
their cultural identities–manifesting in their choice and confidence
to share and contextualize IK online. This include administrators
who create the Facebook Pages and Facebook Groups, towards
highlighting and contributing to the culture. The knowledge seekers
constitute who were raised within the community, are versed in
the indigenous language and history, but perhaps moved away and
are seeking the online groups to fulfill their sense of community,
and/or to resolve the crisis of identity, for example when cultural
expectations conflict with religious beliefs [25].

6.1.1 Familiar Strangers: Community seekers include born-towns
who are not versed in the culture–and sometimes, the language.
As with the “skip generation” [7], born-towns would be tutored
on community culture if they sought it in person. In typical offline
settings, membership verification (and thus a measure of trust) is
effected through family ties, introduction by other trusted members
of the community (as we were introduced to the elders in this
research), being “sponsored”11, and for elder(s) discretion. In online
spaces, the born-towns’ lack of language fluency served as a barrier
in their quest to contextualize their cultural identity. This was
especially so when involving discussion topics that touched upon
discretionary and sacred [21] knowledge.

In the absence of one-on-one offline interactions, the online
communities apply language fluency as means of verification and
gate-keeping to ensure that sacred knowledge is handled appro-
priately. While this is a hurdle that can be surmounted by the
born-towns with proximity to ancestral locations, it is not possi-
ble for those who are geographically distant and/or do not have
in-person connections.

While designing technology to support contributors and knowl-
edge seekers is a straightforward process: since they have consensus
on leveraging indigenous dialect to mask sacred stories, and have
contextual–often unsaid understanding of boundaries on what can
be said online, the same is not true for community seekers. The
knowledge the community seekers look for are sometimes against
what can be shared in written form (this is not unlike the process
we describe in the Methodology section). As it currently stands,
designing to support community seekers would alienate the con-
tributors and knowledge seekers, while the opposite would shut the
community seekers out of accessing their IK.

Our design recommendations follow our own experience with
conducting the work we present in this paper. Community buy-
in on the need for the technology is important, and a workable
design would provide a means for the community seekers to prove
their identity and membership to the community (as we did using
cultural liaisons) and thus allow a private or one-on-one sharing of
secret/sensitive IK in an accessible language.

11Proximal term to the community phrasing. There is no English equivalent to how
we would translate the term used by community to refer to a person who shepherds
others through their rite(s) of passage.
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6.1.2 Access to Elders: Facebook presented a low bar of entry with
the cellphone service provider offering free and subsidized access
to community members who already had Facebook accounts to
participate in the online discussions. At the same time, the platform
shut out older members of the community who did not have any
online presence, and who may also have not been literate. There is a
measure of trust of the members who converse in their local dialects,
but the lack of elders as founts of knowledgemeans that these newly
generated corpus instead creates a dividing line between the online
and offline communities.

While a significant number of people in these groups, includ-
ing interview participants straddle the online-offline divide, there
yet remains a question of how to involve the counsels in these
spaces. Community council of elders typically guide the approach
to handling taboos [38], and also mediate, and provide guidance
when there are conflicting narratives. This has been observed as
community members (re)negotiated their societal structures that
was faithful to the past and to the new values post-independence
[25, 33]. Similarly, community members in different age-groups
conflict in what they consider important, sacred and the measure
of their cultural relevance. These cultural wicked problems [21, 44],
also fall under the purview of the council of elders.

The current approach of using TV and radio programs geared
towards cultural matters, offer a space where elders are active par-
ticipants in the discussion of culture, but this limits the audience
to the role of observers. These approaches also do not scale. We
recommend two design considerations: (1) Support for elders partic-
ipation in online spaces to guide the cultural boundaries and share
their knowledge, and (2) a means of having younger elders be a
bridge between the older counsels who inhabit the offline space, and
the primarily online communities. This allows for the mantling of
the younger elders to provide the elder services, while maintaining
connection with offline spaces, bringing the two worlds together.
Both of these support structures are currently lacking in the online
space.

6.2 Community Roles and Gendered
Participation

Of the five participants in this study who qualify to participate in
the council of elders, only two had online presence, and only one
was an active participant in online communities. Given the crucial
roles that community elders play in negotiating cultural identity,
their absence in online spaces, have resulted in modified roles,
impacting gendered participation. The type of knowledge shared
online is predominantly focused on men. There are two major
causal reasons: (1) the women rites of passage being interrupted
and with it, the conveyance of IK, and (2) majority of research
literature on cultural practices of the Kalenjin, that serve as source
materials for a lot of discussions, are written about men, from male
perspectives [48]. Less represented in the online discourse regards
the role of women, yet their roles are known to be distinct and
complementary in the society [29, 61]. As we note in our findings,
women seek to contextualize their cultural experience and bolster
their IK in the online spaces, and there is an acknowledged need for
the community to renegotiate how the rites of passage should be
accomplished without the practice of FGM. But the lack of original

stories and contributions from the women who hold these IK do
not have online presence (due to lack of formal education and/or
infrastructure [70]), undermines this.

In the absence of counsels, the “elders” in the online communi-
ties are self-appointed. These placeholder elders give guidance on
cultural boundaries that tended to follow stricter, more outdated
forms of enforcement. While this is good for safeguarding sacred
knowledge–at least until community consensus is established, it is
not ideal for cases where community members need to discuss and
disprove cultural practices that are considered taboos (such as FGM
as noted throughout the paper). For the online community to serve
as a true resource, elders sanction is needed for any negotiation
to receive a buy-in by the larger community members. This has
implications on technology designed to support and amplify the
IK. Without the participation of elders who provide context and
understanding of the respectful space [21, 23], the technology has
the possible danger of undermining the community agency in story
ownership.

We recommend that design approaches to support this involve
both the elders (across genders) and the younger community mem-
bers in a co-design/workshop activities in order to provide oppor-
tunities for the design of technologies that can be purpose built
to both support and respect the cultural boundaries, yet have the
space to discuss sensitive taboos especially those that are/have been
perceived to be harmful.

6.3 Winds of Change: Evolving Culture and
Emerging Conflicts

The online community highlighted the differentiation of the notion
of “culture” vs “traditions” and what can be preserved. Culture
it was understood, served as a vehicle to transmit traditions to a
people. The community members being “borrowers” from previous
generations, serving as stewards and “keepers” for the coming
generations. Therefore, while the transmission (culture) changes,
the content (traditions) does not.

Traditions are passed through the years and have embedded
values. Eliciting those values would guide the re-interpretation into
the current reality and identities. This is especially important as the
community has continually evolved from a communal perspective
and way of life, to individualistic perspective as a result of both
colonialism and new laws post-independence.

The IK that is preserved in written text–and even those that are
still practiced today, are those that are unchanged (i.e. traditions),
with the community members’ identity tied to these abiding IK.
For example, when describing the participants in the Methodology
section, we explained how community members contextualized
their stories using age-sets as markers of time. This approach addi-
tionally serves to cement their identity in the community. On the
other hand, the disruption of the women rites of passage was due
to conflict with laws and religious beliefs–a failed cultural evolu-
tion, which has impacted the (lack of) connected identity to the
rite of passage. This extends to IK that are often shared in out-of-
community settings with context stripped (as showcased in Figure
2).

12Images taken by first author during museum visit
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Figure 2: Examples of practices where context is stripped from traditional artifacts. Left panel showcases artifacts related to
charms, but do not explain their use and who is charged with practicing it. Right panel does not explain the kind of medicine,
the community that uses it and where the actual herbs are found. The IK associated with both of these artifacts are carefully
held by the knowledge bearers who choose their knowledge successors 12.

Culture evolution is expected. This has been observed in music–
as it has shifted from using the traditional string instruments, to
playing the guitar at community halls to tens of people, to reaching
thousands of people directly through transistor radios [10]. It is
interesting to observe how community members reconcile their
identities to cultural practices they wish to embody as the culture
evolves. Understanding this, would lead to designing technology
that can be used to support and highlight the renegotiation [33].

6.4 Other Implications
While it is true that there is a technology divide that amplifies [55]
the existing inequalities and favor those with money and access
to internet [56], in this work we find that fluency of language,
and knowledge of IK served as an equalizer across the community
members. Most people who are fluent in Kalenjin either live in the
rural areas, or were raised in the rural areas where the infrastructure
is not as developed as the urban areas [70].

Even considering the negative aspects of Facebook use that we
outline in our discussion, it still remains the most efficient forum for
engagement with IK, especially as more adult users join the online
communities. Community members find a space to interact with,
and consider cultural opinions from other subgroups, alongside
renegotiating their identity. The lack of elders as keepers of culture
in online spaces is a concern, and this should be a consideration
for any technology design for use in this space. Designers should
take into account the lack of elder participation online and address
them by considering other forms of participation. It is important
to note, that the nature of participation need to support both the
production (sharing of IK) and consumption (supporting discourse
to aid the contextualization of culture). We discuss the role of video

in the production of IK for preservation, and the use of media
(mostly call-in radios) in the consumption of IK. We also endorse
that supporting both in one platform, considering the structural and
formal educational challenges that exist while non-trivial, provide
avenues for lasting solutions in supporting and amplifying IK.

We acknowledge the negative connotations and concerns re-
garding the congregation of indigenous communities online. This
is mostly brought to the forefront due to the 2007 post-election
clashes [13]. The use of the Kalenjin language by default in the
online groups offer exclusivity and secrecy. There are no compre-
hensive online dictionary to assist in the translation–despite the
fact that the language is spoken by over 6 million people. These
concerns are chiefly political, as they weigh the probability of neg-
ative use of Facebook as an avenue for “ethnic intensification” [10]
and a cause of “spatial tensions” [13].

Our study focuses on one indigenous community in Kenya. There
is space for future work in contrasting how other indigenous com-
munities, especially those situated in the African continent: seek
and approach the preservation of their own Indigenous Knowledge.
Understanding the role of elders and the opportunities and conflicts
that technology brings in challenging or supporting the elders role
in the community would offer great insights about the impact of
technology and social media on community organizations.

6.4.1 Extension of Design Recommendations: Our design recom-
mendations can be extended as follows:

(1) A design of a platform to support cultural sponsorship in
the online community and the discussion of discretionary/sacred
community-specific knowledge. (2) A wiki-style approach for shar-
ing knowledge repository that respects cultural boundaries on what
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can be shared, and by whom. Previously existing websites leveraged
this means, but they were short-lived. (3) A way to incorporate
elders in online community. They are the fulcrum surrounding IK
discussion offline, and their absence in online spaces limit their
expansion. (4) A space to support community consensus: where
various versions of what is perceived as the original story can exist.
This recommendation is borne out of our observations of how the
knowledge-bearers told different versions depending on audience,
age of community members, and their membership status.

This study was curtailed by the onsite of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, and we were not able to explore the process of how we as
researchers can give back to the community through their own
perspective. We consider this in ongoing and future work.

7 CONCLUSION
We examined how sentiments on preservation of amplification of
indigenous knowledge (IK) manifest in the context of an indigenous
community in Kenya.We interviewedmembers of the Kalenjin com-
munity and observed self-organized culture-focused communities
represented in Facebook Pages and Groups, towards understanding
what online and offline community members search for, and how
their sentiments on what can be preserved and amplified compare.
We then considered the implication for the scope and efficacy for
technology.

Design considerations for technology for supporting and sus-
taining community-led initiative can be elicited by understanding
what community members search for and how they approach the
preservation and amplification of their own IK, and how they re-
solve any conflicts in approaches. We also believe that this work
would inspire other research geared towards understanding, engag-
ing, and/or preserving ICH, especially in the context of developing
nations.
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